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I. INTRODUCTION 
For n = 1,2, .•• , let (X 1,A 1), ... ,(X ,A ) be arbitrary measurable spa-n n nn nn 
ces. Let P . and Q. be probability measures defined on (X .,A .) with den-
nJ nJ nJ nJ 
sities p . and q . with respect to a o - finite measure µnJ· , J = 1, •.• ,n 
~ ~ n 
and define product probability measures P = nn P . and Q = n Q For 
n j=I nJ n j=I nj · 
each n and J , X . will denote the identity map from X . onto itself. Thus 
nJ nJ 
p 
n 
9nd Qn represent the two possible distributions of the random vector 
(X I , ••• ,X ) 
n nn 
as well as the probability measures on the underlying probability 
X I, ••• ,X 
n nn 
are independent under both P 
n 
and Q , with 
n 
space. Obviously, 
Pnj or ~j as 
der these models 
marginal distributions of X .• Expectations and variances un-
nJ 2 2 
will be indicated by, Ep, EQ, op and oQ. Define the logarithm 
of the likelihood ratio for the individual experiments by 
(I.I) A . = log (q . (X . ) /p . (X . ) ) , J = I, ..• , n , 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ 
and for the combined experiment by 
(I. 2) A = 
n 
n 
1 j=I 
A • 
nJ 
n=l,2, .... 
It was shown in Oosterhoff and Van Zwet (1979) that the sequences 
{Q} are mutually contiguous if and only if, as n • oo, 
n 
(I. 3) I J {q!J· - p!J.} 2 dµ . = 0(1) j=I nJ 
and whenever c + oo, then 
n 
n 
(I. 4) 1 
j=l 
Q • (q . (X . ) /p . (X . ) ~ c ) = 0 (1) , 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ n 
n 
(I. 5) 1 j=I 
P . (p . (X . ) / q . (X . ) ~ c ) = 0 (1 ) · • 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ n 
{P} and 
n 
A property which is slightly stronger than mutual contiguity is that under 
p ' n 
i.e. 
(1. 6) 
1 2 2 A is asymptotically normal with mean - 2 o and variance o E (O,oo) , n ,, 
2 
where ~ denotes the standard normal distribution function. It is well-known 
that (J.6) is equivalent to 
(I. 7) I ~(x-a½a2)1 sup Q (A $ x) - -., - = n n 
X 
o(I) 
and according to Oosterhoff and Van Zwet (1979), both (1.6) and (1.7) are implied 
by 
(J.8) lim 
n+oo 
n 
( I. 9) }: 
j=I 
n 
(I . IO) }: 
j=I 
n I ! I 2 2 }: {q2. dµ . a (O,oo) - pnj} = 4E j=I nJ nJ 
Q . (q . (X . ) /p . (X • ) ~ )+£) = O ( 1) , 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ 
P . (p . (X . ) / q . (X . ) ~ I+£) = o ( 1) , 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ 
' 
for every £ > 0 . These sufficient conditions (1.8) - (I.IO) are also necessary, 
provided that the summands 
P , i.e. 
n 
A • 
nJ are uniformly asymptotically negligible under 
max 
l$hn 
P -<IA . I ~ £) = o(I) 
nJ nJ for every £ > 0 • 
Since A is the test statistic of the most powerful test of P against 
n n 
Qn, (1.6) and (1.7) provide the limiting envelope power for this testing problem 
and this may serve as a yardstick for expressing the limiting performance of 
other tests for the same problem in terms of asymptotic relative efficiencies. In 
recent years, however, much better approximations of the power of many tests have 
-1 -s become available, for which the error is o(n ) - or more generally o(n ) -
rather than o(I) as before. This has led to a more refined asymptotic compari-
son of tests, as expressed in terms of deficiencies or higher order efficiencies. 
Of course, the standard for comparison is still the most powerful test, so for 
any higher order efficiency calculation one needs, first of all, approximations 
-s to the required order o(n ) . Typically, such of P (A ~ x) and Q (A $ x) 
n n n n 
approximations are provided by Edgeworth expansions. 
A 
n 
For an integer r ~ 2 , we shall say that the distribution function (d.f.) of 
. d h . F . h . d o (n-! r+ I ) , 1.· f under P admits an E gewort expansion wit remain er 
n nr 
(I.II) suplP (A $ x) - F (x)l = o(n-½r+I) 
n n nr 
X 
3 
as n + 00 , where F 
nr 
is obtained by inversion of a formal expansion of the 
characteristic function of A 
n 
under P (cf. Petrov (1975)). Without going in-
n 
to the precise structure of Fnr , we note that it depends only on lj=l Kk(Anj) 
for k = 1, .•. ,r, where Kk(A .) denotes the k-th cumulant of A . under 
nJ nJ 
p , 
n 
provided these cumulants are finite; if they are not, then (1.11) may still 
hold if one replaces the cumulants of A • OJ in F by pseudo-cumulants, which nr 
are cumulants of suitable approximations of A .• Similarly, we shall say that 
nJ 
the d.f. of A 
I Il 
under admits an Edgeworth expansion G with remainder 
nr 
( - 2 r+ 1) . f o n , i 
(1 • I 2) supl~(An 
X 
as n + oo, where 
A . under Q • 
nJ n 
-lr+] ~ x) - G (x)I = o(n 2 ) 
nr 
G 
nr 
depends only on the first r 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM I • I • 
(pseudo)-cumulants of the 
Let r ~ 2 be an integer and let c and n 
n 
be positive numbers with 
lim nn = 00 • Suppose that for every positive £ and o, the following asswrrpti-
ons hold 
(1. 13) 
(1.14) 
(I. 15) 
(I. 16) 
(1.17) 
n 
o (n -h+ i) 1 P .(p .(X .)/q .(X .) ~ I+£) = 
' j=l nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ 
n 
o(n-½r+J) 1 Q .(q .(X .)/p .(X .) ~ I+£) = 
' j=I OJ OJ OJ nJ OJ 
n I I I 2 lim inf 1 (q!j - pnj) dµ . ~ e , n j=J OJ 
~ I l 1 /r _ I /r l r = l qnJ· pnJ· dµ . j = 1 nJ ( -!r+l) o n ., 
. 1 2 
.
~ [I - IEpexp{itn 2 Anj}l ] 
lim inf 
n 
,, 
inf l -----=-------=--- > r - 2 • 
1 log n 
osltlsn n 2 (r-I) J=J 
n 
Then both under Pn and Q , the d.f. of A admits an Edgeworth expansion with 
remainder o(n-½r+l) . For 
0
r = 2 , asswrrptio~ (1.17) may be omitted. 
4 
For r = 2, the conditions of the theorem reduce to (1.8) - (I.IO) except for 
the trivial modification that we don't require convergence in (1.8), but only that 
all possible limit points are in (0,oo) • Since the leading terms in the Edgeworth 
expansions turn out to be normal d.f. 's with the right parameters, theorem I.I 
contains the result on the asymptotic normality of An in Oosterhoff and Van Zwet 
(l 979). 
For r ~ 3 , theorem I.I is concerned with higher order asymptotics as opposed 
to limit theory. As will be seen from the proof of the theorem, assumptions 
(1.13) - (1.17) are equivalent to the best available conditions for the existence 
of Edgeworth expansions for sums of independent random variables and in this 
sense the assumptions are optimal. Assumptions (1.13) and (1.14) allow the neces-
sary truncation of the A . , (1.15) prevents A from degenerating and (1.16) 
nJ n 
controls the order of magnitude of the pseudo-cumulants involved. Finally, (1.17) 
is an assumption of Cramer-type which ensures the necessary smoothness of the 
d.f. of. An . 
A number of authors have dealt with this problem before and the reader is 
referred to Chibisov and Van Zwet (1984) for an account of the present state of 
affairs. We note that all previous results concern the parametric setup with dif-
ferentiable likelihoods: for a parametric family of densities Pa satisfying 
certain differentiability conditions with respect to a , it is assumed that 
-1 
Pnj = Po and qnj = Pan with an= tn 2 • 
In section 2 we provide a proof of theorem I.I and indicate how one may compu-
te the pseudo-cumulants that determine the Edgeworth expansions. Since the veri-
fication of assumptions (1.13) - (1.16) and the computation of the pseudo-cumu-
lants may be laborious, we simplify the situation in section 3, by requiring the 
likelihood ratio to satisfy a differentiability assumption in the mean. The re-
sulting theorem 3.2 comes very close to the results in Chibisov and Van Zwet 
(1984). We do not discuss assumption (1.17) any further in the present paper, but 
refer the reader once more to Chibisov and Van Zwet (1984). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM I • I 
Let 7B denote the indicator function of a set B. For £ > 0 , define 
,,, 
A .(£) = 
nJ 
LEMMA 2. 1 
Let r ~ 2 be an integer and let c and n 
n 
5 
be positive nwnbers with 
lim nn = 
ans hold 
00
• Suppose that for every positive £ and o the following asswnpti-
(2. 1) n -lr+l I P -<IA . I > £) = o(n 2 ) , j=l nJ nJ 
(2.2) 
n 
lim inf l o!(A .(£)) ~ c, 
n j=l nJ 
(2.3) I EplA .(£)Ir= O(n-!r+l) , j=l nJ 
(2.4) n 1 -lr+l sup _ IT IEp exp{it n 2A .(£)}I = o(n 2 /log n) . 
1 (r 1) J0 =l nJ 
o$ltl$n n 2 -
n 
Then under P 
n 
o(n-!r+l) • The 
the d.f. of A 
n 
pseudo-cwnulants 
admits an Edgeworth expansion with remainder 
in the expansion are the eumulants of A .(£) 
nJ 
(for (my £ > 0) under P 
n 
PROOF. Apply a slight extension of theorem 7 in chapter VI of Petrov (1975) 
(cf. also Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976), theorem 20.6) to the truncated vari-
ables A .(£) • In view of (2.1) the lemma follows. 
nJ • 
To prove theorem 1.1 we have to show that (1.13) - (1.17) imply not only 
* * (2.1) - (2.4) but also (2.1 ) - (2.4 ), which are 
replacing P by Q. Let us write rnj = qnj/pnj 
Clearly (1.13) and (1.14) are equivalent to (2.1) 
-I 1+£) 1 - 1 1 +£) Qnj(Rnj ~ $ -I - p . (R . ~ 
' +£ nJ nJ 
p .(R. 1 +£) I 1+£) ~ < - Q .(R . ~ . 
nJ nJ - I+£ nJ nJ 
derived from (2.1) - (2.4) by 
and R. = q .(X .)/p .(X .) • 
nJ nJ nJ nJ nJ 
and (2.1*) since 
* If (1.13) and (1.14) hold, then (1.16) is equivalent to (2.3) and (2.3) because 
(2.5) 
~ J I l(r _ qnJ 
llog r · 1 ~£ 
nJ 
-I p . (R • ~ 
nJ nJ 
£ 
e) + Q .(R. ~ 
nJ nJ 
£ 
e ) , 
6 
* If (1.13), (1.14) and (I. 16) hold, then (1.15) is equivalent to (2.2) and (2.2) 
- with a different choice of c - by an argument similar to the one leading to 
(3.13) and (3.14) in Oosterhof£ and Van Zwet (1979). It follows that (1.13)-(1.16) 
are equivalent to (2.1) - (2.3) and (2.1*) - (2.3*). 
* It remains to show that (1.13) - (1.17) imply (2.4) and (2.4 ). We have 
(2.6) 
n ½ 2 n ½ 2 
TI IEp exp{it n A .(£)}! $ exp{ - l [1 - IEp exp{it n A .(£)}! ]} $ 
. nJ . l nJ J=l J= 
$ exp{ -
n n 
l [1 - IEp exp{it n½A .}! 2 J + l P .(IA -I > £)} , 
nJ . nJ nJ j=l J=l 
and (2.4) follows from (1.17) and (2.1). Define an auxiliary random variable A • 
nJ 
such that A • 
nJ 
and. A. 
nJ 
are independent and identically distributed under both 
p . 
nJ and Q • • nJ Then, for every 
l 2 
- !EQ exp{it n 2 A .}I 
nJ 
n > o , 
= EQ Q[l - cos( t n½(A .-A .))] ;c: 
X nJ nr 
Taking n sufficiently small and combining this with (2.6) with P 
Q, we obtain (2.4*) and the theorem. 
replaced by 
• 
What we have achieved in passing from lemma 2.1 to theorem 1.1 is to remove 
the truncated random variables A .(£) from the assumptions and replace them by 
nJ 
integrable functions. According to lemma 2.1, however, the pseudo-cumulants of 
the A . 
nJ 
P and 
n 
(2. 7) 
occurring in the expansions are the cumulants of A • (£) 
nJ 
Q . 
n 
To remove the A • (£) 
nJ atthis point also, we define 
under both 
and note that A . = r log(!+ Z .) • It follows that A .(£) = r log(l+Z .(£)) , 
nJ nJ nJ nJ 
·where 
z .(£) 
nJ {
z. 
= nJ 
0 
if - 1 + exp{-£/r} $ 
otherwise. 
For k = 1, ... ,r, consider the Taylor expansion 
z . 
nJ $ exp{£/r} - 1 , 
7 
(2.8) k { r log ( 1 +z) } = 
which, for any £ > 0 , is valid uniformly for - 1 + exp{-£/r} ~ z ~ exp{£/r}-J. 
Define pseudo-moments 
(2.9) k=l, ..• ,r. 
By (1.16), (2.1), (2.5) and Holder's inequality for k < r, we have 
n k k n k I I Ep z . - Ep z . ( £) I ~ 1 Ep I Z • I 7 { I A I } = j=I nJ nJ j=I nJ nj >£ o(n -h+I) 
for k = I, .•. ,r • In view of (2.8) this yields 
(2. IO) n k I IEp A .(£) - µ .(k)I = j = I nJ nJ ( 
-½r+I) o n , k = I, ... ,r. 
Let Kk(A .(£)) 
nJ denote the k-th cumulant of A .(£) under nJ P and define the n 
pseudo-cumulants K .(k) corresponding to the pseudo-moments 
nJ 
µ . (k) by 
nJ 
(2. 11) K .(k) = dkk log( I µ .(m) t:)lt=O, 
nJ dt m=O nJ m. 
k=I, .•• ,r, 
\). 
Z ~ with Iv. > r , if 
nJ i where we may omit terms containing IT Ep i 
the results obtained above we find by standard inequalities that 
k= l, ... ,r, 
we wish. From 
and in view of the structure of Edgeworth expansions, this implies that we may 
replace the 
sion under 
pansion, it 
Kk(A .(£)) 
nJ 
P without· 
n 
by the pseudo-cumulants K .(k) in the Edgeworth expan-
nJ 
impairing its validity. Hence, in order to obtain the ex-
suffices to compute 
. ( 2 . 12) E z" J (ql/r_ 1/r)v (r-v)/rd P nj = nj pnj pnj µnj v = I, ... ,r. 
For the expansion under Qn we clearly need the integrals obtained from (2.12) 
by interchanging p and q. At the present level of generality this seems to be 
all that one can say about the problem. 
8 
3. DIFFERENTIABLE LIKELIHOODS 
THEOREM 3. 1 
Let r ~ 2 be an integer let c and n be positive numbers with limn = 00 n n 
and let $nj be measurable functions on 
tive £ and o, (1.17) is satisfied and 
(X .,A .) . Suppose that for every posi-
nJ nJ 
n 
J I l~r_ l~r(l + n-!$ .)Ir (3. 1) 1 dµ . = j=I 4nJ pnJ nJ nJ 
n 
- ml) o (n -½r+ I) (3. 2) 1 p . ($ . (X . ) :,;: = 
' j=I nJ nJ nJ 
n l 
o(n-½r+I) (3.3) 1 Qnj($nj(Xnj) ~ £n2) = 
' j=I 
. f I 
n 
J 2 (3.4) lim in - 1 $nj pnj dµ. ~ C ' n j=I nJ n 
Then the conclusion of theorem I.I holds. 
PROOF. Take 
r ~ £ {Q . (R . 
nJ Il] 
and write 
-r ~ ( 1-2£) ) - Q • ($ . (X • ) 
nJ nJ Il] 
o(n-½r+I) , 
as before. Then 
and (1.14) follows from (3.1) and (3.3). Similarly, (3.1) and (3.2) yield (1.13). 
Since lxl/r_II:,;: lxLll for x ~ 0, (1.15) is-a consequence of (3.1), (3.4) and 
(3.5). Finally, (1.16) follows from (3.1) and (3.5). • 
1 1/r 1/r 1/r If we take $nJ· = n 2(q . -p . )/p . , then theorem 3.1 is equivalent to 
, nJ nJ nJ 
theorem I.I, but of course this is not what we have in mind. We are thinking of 
9 
the situation where we have a parametric family of densities p0 and where e.g. 
= Po and q . = Pe . , with I e 2 . = and Ile .Jr= O(n-½r+l) . Let p nj 1 nJ nJ nJ nJ 
~nj = (enjn 2 p0)/(r p0 ) on the set where p0 = ap 0/a 0f0=0 exists. In this case 
assumption (3.1) concerns differentiability in the r-th mean and (3.4) asserts 
that the Fisher information of the model p0 at 0 = 0 is positive. 
In theorem 3.1 the assumptions are given in terms of the derivatives ~nj , 
but we'd also like to express the pseudo-cumulants occurring in the Edgeworth ex-
pansions in a similar way. If we would have a formal expansion 
r 
I 
m=l 
-
1m (m) 
n 2 ~ • 
nJ + ••• 
this would yield a formal expansion 
r 
+ ... = I 
m=v 
-½m b . n + • • • , 
nJ vm 
with z . 
nJ as in (2.7). Substituting this in (2.9) and (2.9) in (2.11), at each 
step omitting all terms containing a factor -s n with s > Ir , we would. obtain 
a formal expansion for the pseudo-cumulants occurring in the Edgeworth expansion 
under. P. Of course the same result would be obtained if we would start with an 
expansion for (qnj-pnj)/pnj or for log(qnj/pnj) and use this to obtain a for-
mal expansion for the pseudo-cumulants of A . under P directly instead of via 
nJ 
the Z •• In the same way one may formally obtain expansions for the pseudo-
nJ 
cumulants occurring in the Edgeworth expansion under Q. 
Of course the question is whether such formal computations are legitimate and 
theorem 3.2 provides conditions under which they are. 
THEOREM 3.2 
Let r 2'. 2 be 
and let 1/J (1?) 
nJ 
sitive £ and 
(3. 6) 
(3.7) lim inf 
n 
an integer, let c and nn 
be measurable functions on 
o , ( I • 1 7 ) is satisfied and 
be positive numbers with limn = ro 
n (X .,A .) . Suppose that for every po-
nJ nJ 
( -½r+1) = o n , 
2'. C ' 
10 
(3.8) 0(1)", for m = 1, ... ,r , 
(3.9) 
n SI I 
I ,,, (m) I > ½m 'I' • -En nJ 
(m) r/m 
lwnj I pnj dµnj = 0(1) • 
Then the conclusion of theorem I.I holds and the pseudo-cumulants occurring in 
the Edgeworth expansions under both P and Q may be computed formally from the 
expansions (cf. (3.6)) 
r 
-lm ljJ (1?)) (3. 10) q.=p.(1 .+ I n 2 + . . . . nJ nJ m=I nJ 
PROOF. Define 
ljJ <1:1) = { 
ljJ <1:1) if I w <1:1) I $ e:n½m , 
nJ nJ 
nJe: 0 otherwise. 
Assumption (3. 9) implies that 
I f n-½mjip(1:1) - ip(1:1)1P • dµ . = o(n-½r+I) 
. 1 nJ nJ e: nJ nJ J= 
For any e: > 0, we may therefore replace ip(1:1) by ip(1:1) in (3.6) - (3.9) with-
nJ nJ e: 
out affecting the validity of these assumptions. Then (1.13) and (1.14) follow. 
As a result of this we may formally derive an expansion 
r 
(3. I I ) I + ••• 
m=I 
from (3.10) and assert that 
(3. 1 2) ~(m)I d = o(n-½r+l) 
"'nj pnj µnj 
and that (3.7) - (3.9) hold with ip(1:1) replaced by 4>(':1) • Again we may, of 
nJ ( nJ ( ) I (m) m) I ~ m_ I s c- n2m 
· course, replace the <f> • by truncated versions <f> • with "' ~ 
~ ~£ ~£ 
with impunity. But this implies by standard inequalities that for v = 2, ... ,r 
I I 
~ I ~ -½m (m)}v ( -½r+l) = 
l { l n ~nj£ pnj dµnj +on 
j=I m=l 
(3. I 3) n 
f I . . . I 
V 
-½mt (mt) 
+ n-½r+I(o(I) 
= I n n ~ nj£ pnj dµ . + 0(£)) = Il] j=l m + ... +m :,;;r t=l 1 V 
m c:l 
t 
-
1m (m) n 
f I . . . I 
V ( -½r+I) I n 
2 t t dµ . = n ~ Pnj + o n , nJ nJ j=l m + •.. +m :,;;r t=l 1 V 
. mtc:l 
since £ > 0 is arbitrary. 
First of all, (3.13) together with (3.7) and (~.8) for the ~~j) , yields 
(I.IS) and (1.16) so that the conclusion of theorem I.I follows. Secondly, (3.12) 
and (3.13) imply the validity of the formal expansion of E Zv. in (2.9) and p nJ 
therefore in the computation of the pseudo-cumulants under P . The proof that 
formal expansion is legitimate under Q also is similar. • 
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